POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Date: July 29, 2016

Posting Title: Instructor – Introduction to Big Data

Department: Technology and Engineering

Salary: By Agreement

Closing Date: Open until filled

Use your knowledge and experience to make a real difference in people's lives. Teach for UC Berkeley Extension’s Technology and Engineering department and enjoy the rewards that come with sharing your expertise with our highly motivated students. Technology and Engineering needs experienced instructors with expertise in the following areas:

- Big Data systems
- Lambda architecture
- Real-time processing of huge data sets
- Hadoop, Spark, Storm, NoSQL, SQL
- Large scale data analysis
- Machine learning

UC Berkeley Extension's programs and courses in technology and engineering provide the innovative training students need to thrive in today's dynamic market. Get the latest approaches in business intelligence, analytics, databases, electrical engineering, integrated circuits, technology leadership and management, software development, and technology fundamentals. Courses are offered in Berkeley, San Francisco, Belmont and online.

QUALIFICATIONS:

You should have a master’s degree in the appropriate field of study (Ph.D. is preferred), significant professional experience working in the specialty area, and teaching experience.

The Campus Community:

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, age or protected veteran status. For the complete University of California nondiscrimination and affirmative action policy see: http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/4000376/NondiscrimAffirmAct.

We offer a diverse working environment, competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits.
TO APPLY:

Appointments are by agreement for the length of the academic term. Send letters of interest, course proposals, and résumés or CVs to jobs-unex@berkeley.edu.

All letters will be treated as confidential per University of California policy and California state law. Please refer potential referees, including when letters are provided via a third party (i.e., dossier service or career center), to the UC Berkeley statement of confidentiality: http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/evalltr.html.

ABOUT US:

Founded in 1891, UC Berkeley Extension is the continuing education branch of the University of California, Berkeley.

Today, Extension offers 2,000 courses each year, including online courses, along with more than 65 certificate and professional programs. Free and low-cost public programs are also frequently offered as a community service.

For more information about UC Berkeley Extension, please visit extension.berkeley.edu